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The results of attempts to put into practice the apparent advantages of the 
“barycenter formulation” of rigid-body rotational dynamics is described. The end 
product is a FORTRAN subroutine ct-ipable of computing the angular accelera- 
tions of each body in a system composed of several point-connected rigid bodies. 
A 3-body system is used to illustrate the concept of the connection barycenter. 
Extension of the barycenter formulation of the dynamical equations to the general 
case of n bodies is then derived. Some discussion is devoted to the computational 
problem of handling interbody torques of constraint. An efficient procedure for 
accommodating the presence of symmetric rotors in the system is also developed. 
Two space vehicle attitude dynamics and control simulations of some interest 
are used to illustrate the application of the computer subroutine MLTBDY: one 
example is a spacecraft, under three-axis control, subject to the perturbations of a 
mechanically scanning platform, while the other is a rigid space vehicle hinged 
to four large solar-cell panels and under the influence of a trajectory-correcting 
rocket engine. 
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Continuing developments in the field of spacecraft atti- 
tude control have led, in many cases, to the desire on the 
part of the designer and the analyst for more detailed 
and comprehensive mathematical models of dynamic per- 
formance. For example, the recent emergence of dual- 
and multi-spin spacecraft configurations seems to have 
been the catalyst for many efforts to devise dynamic 
models and computer simulations capable of describing 
complex vehicle attitude motion. Although system sta- 
bility and performance can be estimated under certain 
idealizations of energy-loss mechanisms, simplified geom- 
etry, and linearization of vehicle dynamics, ultimately it 
becomes necessary to deal with a reasonably detailed 
model, including the complete nonlinear vehicle dynamic 
model and closed-loop control system. Of course, the digi- 
tal (or analog-hybrid) computer then becomes the indis- 
pensable analytical tool for evaluating the complicated 
interactions of the vehicle and the control system, study- 
ing the effects of various parameters, and generally veri- 
fying system performance as predicted by the more 
simplified analyses. 
The mathematical complexity resulting from the model- 
ing process is simply a consequence of the fact that the 
system consists of several interconnected rigid, semirigid, 
and/or quite flexible bodies, and further that the motions 
cannot necessarily be assumed to be arbitrarily small. 
Thus, the detailed dynamical model, in general, becomes 
a large system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations 
with time-varying coefficients. In this report, a particular 
method (Ref. 1) of formulating the dynamical equations 
of motion of a system of interconnected rigid bodies is 
adopted and used for the computer simulation of space- 
vehicle attitude and pointing control systems. This 
method, which might be referred to as the “barycenter 
formulation,” is illustrated in Section I1 with respect to a 
system of three rigid bodies. Subsequently, the general- 
ization to a system of n rigid bodies is developed, the 
simplicity of which is due to the recognition of a charac- 
teristic point in each body known as the “connection 
barycenter.” 
Sections follow that deal with certain manipulations 
of the vehicle equations of motion in an effort to improve 
computational efficiency. I t  is desirable, for example, to 
eliminate from the equations certain unknown torques 
resulting from rigid constraints imposed at the connecting 
joints. Further, since such constraints decrease the num- 
ber of system degrees of freedom, it is more efficient 
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computationally to deal directly with the “free” variables 
and to obtain constrained variable values from algebraic 
relations among the free variables. 
In addition, it is demonstrated that the presence of 
rigid symmetric rotors (e.g., momentum wheels) can be 
easily accommodated in the barycenter formulation. 
The report concludes with a description of digital com- 
puter subroutines (written in FORTRAN IV) developed 
for the purpose of evaluating the vehicle’s angular accel- 
erations based on the barycenter formulation. Through 
the use of the subroutines as part of a larger digital simu- 
lation involving numerical integration of the kinematical 
equations as well as the control equations, two repre- 
sentative problems in spacecraft attitude control are pre- 
sented. One of these is a 3-axis-stabilized craft (using 
celestial sensors and jets) that carries an actively driven 
platform and is required to maintain certain inertial atti- 
tude accuracies and/or instrument-pointing accuracies. 
The other configuration simulated is that of a spacecraft 
and multi-panel solar array as it responds to the thrust 
of a trajectory-correction engine. 
The barycenter formulation as derived by Hooker and 
Margulies (see Ref. 1) and also described by Roberson 
and Wittenberg (Ref. 2) offers a highly systematic ap- 
proach for mathematically describing the rotations of a 
vehicle that may be represented as a collection of inter- 
connected rigid bodies. Restrictions placed on the rigid- 
body system are the following: (1) closed connection 
loops are prohibited and (2) the connecting joints allow 
only relative rotation between pairs of joined bodies. 
To clarify the derivation of the desired equations (i.e., 
to avoid the necessity of the rather cumbersome notation 
used in the general case of n bodies), the development 
that follows is presented for the case of three bodies. 
A derivation for a specific number of bodies will not only 
serve to illuminate the concept of a barycenter but will 
retain sufficient complexity to enable a straightforward 
generalization to the n-body case. 
A system of three interconnected rigid bodies is shown 
in Fig. 1, where point 0 represents the system center of 
mass and the vectors p,, 2, join point 0 to the mass cen- 
ter of each of the bodies. Vectors e,,, c13, cZ1, c23, c31, 632, 
or more generally eij (i + i), connect the mass center of 
body i to that joint on body i that leads to body i. Finally, 
locates the system center of mass with respect 
Fig. 1. A %body system 
I 
\ F 1  
ig. 2. Free-body diagram of 3-body system 
to a fixed (inertial) reference. A free-body diagram of the 
system, given in Fig. 2, describes the force and torque 
relationship, with Fi and 1Li representing vector sums of 
forces and torques applied directly to body i. The vectors 
Fij and Lij represent reaction forces and torques appear- 
ing at joints shared by bodies i and i. 
Newton’s and Euler’s vector equations of motion for 
each of the bodies can therefore be written as 
a rotational equations, Eqs. ( 4 4 ) .  Required, however, are 
the additional relations 2 + L i  + e21 X F z 1  = (h 0,) 
F, + F, + F3 = , where m = m, + m2 + m3 
where overdots denote time derivatives in the inertial 
frame. The terms 11,2,3 are the inertia dyadics of each 
body about its center of mass, and are the angular- 
velocity vectors of each body. 
p1 - pz = -c12 + cz, 
p1 - p3 = -c13 f c31 
Equations (13) may now be used to eliminate the 
unknown reaction forces Flz, Fls, Fzl, and F31 from the mlpl + m2pz + m3p3 = 0 
As a result, pl, pe, and p3 can be given as 
0 -1 
(c21 - el,) -1 
- c13) 
By substitution into Eqs. (2) and (3), 
The time derivatives of the cij vectors, fixed in body i, can be expressed in terms of the angular velocity of body i 
as follows: 
c12 = b1 x c12 + 0, x (ol x CIZ) (94 
.. 
e,, = 0, x c21 + 0 2  x ( 0 2  x c21) 
T 3 
After the differentiations indicated in Eqs. (4-6) are performed as follows, 
Bd 
dt  l"ol) = -((BIln0,) + 0, x ( i l ea l )  = l e & l  + 0, x (I1'Ol) 
(where Bd/dt denotes differentiation in body fixed frame), Eqs. (7-9) may be substituted, with the result: 
Since" 
"See Appendix A. 
4 
e x [w x (0 x .)I = - 0 x [c x (e x 0) ]  
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similar terms may be collected in Eq. (10) as follows: 
where 
SimiIarIy, in Eq. (H), 
where 
Finally, Eq. (12) becomes 
where 
Referring now to Fig. 3, it is possible to view each of the system’s rigid bodies as having a mass concentrated at its 
joint(s) equal to the sum of the system mass connected to that joint. One can then defhe a new “center of mass” for 
each body in terms of these “fictitious” masses and its own mass. Thus, 
For body 1: 
For body 2: 
BARYCENTER BODY 3 
Fig. 3. Body barycenters for 3-body system 
For body 3: 
m3b3, + m1b3, + rn2b3, = 0, e31 = c 3 Z  = b31 - b,, = b32 - b,, 
The vectors bij then locate those joints on body i which lead to bodies i (when i # i )  as well as the center of mass of 
body i (when i = i )  with respect to the new center of mass, called the barycenter (or sometimes the connection bary- 
center) of body i. In general, one can verify from the relations above that 
b.. = - 
2 2  
- 1 2 mjcij and bij = bii + cij 
m jti 
Furthermore, it is possible to define a new set of moments of inertia for the rigid body, now augmented by mass- 
loaded joints, about axes parallel to those originating at the normal center of mass but with origin now at the connec- 
tion barycenter. The moments of inertia of “augmented body” 1 would then be given by the parallel axis theorem as 
+lxx = I,,, + ml (b&, + bL,) + m, (bH, + b&) + m3 (b:,, + b;,,) 
+lYV = IlyV + ml (bLx + bE,) + m, ( b L  + bL,) + m3 (by3x + by,,) 
+lzz = I,,, + ml ( b L  + bE,) + m, ( b L  + bh,) + m3 (by3x + b&,) 
+lxy = I,,, + mlbllxblly + mzblzXbl2, + m3b13xb13y 
filXz = I,,, + mlbllebllz + mzblzzblzz + m3b13.b13, 
+lyB = I,, + mlbllyblle + mzblzyblzz + m3b13,b13, 
where the momenta1 dyadics 
-iljlIlzy --ilk1Ilz8 
jljlIlyV - jlklIIVz 
- klilIl, -kl jlIlyz kiki1izz 
ilil+lxz -iljl+lxy -ilkl+lz,’ 
jljl+lyy -jlkl+lVz 
- k1il+,,, - kljl+lyz k1kl+,,, 
are used to bring the moments of inertia into a vector equation context. 
Now the terms in Eq. (13) involving b1 and o, are examined, and substitution for vectors cij is made in terms of 
the b+j vectors: 
m2 m2 
dlz = m [mlblz - m, 11 + m3b12 - m3bl31 = - [mblz - m, m 
Therefore, 
= - mlbll X h1 X k)  - m2blz X (blz X 4) - m3b13 X ( 
Similarly, 
Terms of the type b X (& X o) generate the following set of relations: 
The result, of course, is that the terms -mlbll X (bll X A1) or -mlbll X (bll X wl), etc., may be represented by the 
dot product of a momenta1 dyadic with the angular velocity (or acceleration) vector: 
7 
Also, 
so that Eq. (13) for body 1 (since @, = + all + + becomes 
Completing the substitution in Eq. (16) for cij-type terms results in 
1 
= - m (- mzblz - m3b13 + mzbll + m3bll) X F, 
I- ;(mlblz + m3blz - m, 11 - m3b13) X F, 
+ - (- mzb12 + mlb13 + m2b13 - mlbll) X 
1 
1 
m 
Finally, Eq. (16) becomes 
In the same manner, Eqs. (14) and (15) can be simplified by substitution of the barycenter vectors bij and the use of 
augmented inertia dyadics to obtain 
az’cjz + 02 x az”02 = 
a3*h3 +0, x a 3 9 0 3  = 
(18) 
+ b,, X P3 + m 
where az and a3 are obtained by substituting subscripts in the expression already given for el. 
Euler’s equations for the given 3-body system, as embodied finally in Eqs. (17-lQ), when joined with the appropriate 
differential equations relating angular velocities and positions (kinematical equations), may be integrated by a computer 
for the dynamic solution. In general, connecting joints in the system wiII not necessarily aUow three degrees of rotational 
freedom. As a result, unknown torques due to such “rigid constraints” will appear within the Lij terms. 
I ize ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ s  
The set of vector equations developed for the system 
of Fig. 1 and formulated in terms of body barycenters is, 
with one minor modification, the set applying to all 3-body 
systems. If all the possible Lij terms (i = 1,2,3; i = 1,2,3; 
i+j) are included in each vector equation, the set be- 
comes peifectly general, Specialization of the set to a 
particular system would then require some of the Lij to 
be dropped since no closed-connection loops are per- 
mitted. 
It is, in fact, rather obvious from the subscript pattern 
how the equations would be extended to larger systems. 
The proof of the generalization to n bodies is pursued in 
much the same manner as the development for three 
bodies. Beginning with the general equation of rotation 
for body A, 
A general expression that may be substituted in Eq. (20) 
is required for FAP. Equation (21) provides the needed 
relation, but it may be helpful to examine a particular 
system of connected bodies, e.g., the one shown in Fig. 4. 
A + z LAP + 2 CAP x (20) 
where h = 1,2, * * * , n and where ,8 denotes those bodies 
directly sharing a joint with body A. Generalizing from 
Eqs. (1-3) results in the force equation 
The set of force equations applying to this system and 
P * A  corresponding to Eq. (21) becomes: 
Body 1: P, + F12 + F13 + F14 + I?, = m~ (B + &) 
Body 2: F, + F , ~  = m, (ii + i j z )  
.. 
Fa! = m 
(1 
.. 
Body 5: 
.. 
where Body 6 :  
Body 7: 
65, for example, one could add equations 
for body 6 and body 7 and, realizing that 
obtain 
.. 
6 - F, + (me + m,) 
However, since F 6 5  = - 56, equations for bodies 1 5  
could be added to give 
- (m, + m, + m3 + m, + m5) 
- m& - mzpz - mafa - m4p4 - m5ij5 
That the two expressions for F65 are equivalent can be 
easily verified, since 
x m &  = 0 
a 
The latter expression gives the reaction force exerted on 
body 6 through the joint leading to bodies 15, in terms 
of applied and inertial forces due to these same bodies 1-5. 
To generalize, then, for FA@, one can write 
.. 
FA6 = 2 - mr) (22) 
r)  
where 7 includes those bodies which are directly or indi- 
rectly connected, through an intermediate chain of bodies, 
to body A through the joint it shares with body p. 
Therefore the term 
in Eq. (20) may be expanded as 
(23) 
Again, note that all the vectors C A ~ ,  a = 1,2,3, * , n, 
h = 1,2,3, * . , n (A #a), exist since C X ~  is simply the 
vector from body X’s center of mass to the joint directly 
or indirectly connecting h to body a. Thus, in the system 
of Fig. 4, c65  = cG1 = e62 = e63 = c64. As a consequence 
of this built-in redundancy and since, in Eq. (23), 7 ulti- 
mately covers all bodies except h, Eq. (23) can be rewrit- 
ten as 
Since the e vectors are related to the barycentric vectors 
and 
Eq. (24) may be expressed by 
The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (26) provide the needed general expressions for the effects of 
the applied forces. In fact, they fit exactly with what one might have inferred from the 3-body example. In the third 
term, it is desirable to express p a  in terms of c vectors 
and, one hopes, barycenter vectors 
In general, for any two bodies X and p in the set of 
bodies numbered from 1 to n, 
Ph - p p  = cph - CXp + (CiX - cip) (27) 
i 
where i now refers to those bodies in the 
ing body p to body h. 
Then if, as is done in Ref. 1, both sides 
multiplied by mp/m and the summation 
is made, one has 
chain connect- 
of Eq. (27) are 
over all p # A  
1 
m [ cpx - cxp + z: i ( C i h  - C i P )  1 
since, by definition of the p vectors, 
or 
m, [ cph + Z (cix - c ~ ) ]  m i (28) 
Further, it proves useful to extend the summation over 
bodies i to a summation over bodies Q, where (Y includes 
all bodies in the system except p and A. This does not 
change Eq. (28) since, for those bodies not included in 
the chain connecting p to A, C@A = cap and nothing is con- 
tributed to the summation: 
As a result, 
(29) 
Since the subscripts a and p b o d  range over all the 
system bodies except A, subject to the given restrictions, 
they can be interchanged in the final term of Eq. (29) and, 
if the order of the summations is interchanged as well, 
one has 
But 
ma - Cph = m m 
m - mh - m, 
CPh 
mx m, 
= - m m cpx - -cpx 
Thus 
The last term in Eq. (26) can then be expanded as 
-2 macia X pa = -2 mrvCxa X baa + 2 bpa)  (31) 
f f # X  a*h (" P#ff 
From the relations of Eq. (25) one can derive the fol- 
lowing: 
Therefore, 
Equation (31) can therefore be written as 
macAa x pa = -2 mdA, x z: mpbap + bAa + 
ol#A a#A map#@ 
Subscripts CY and p may be interchanged in the second term of the preceding equation to give the following: 
.. .. .. 
-2 mdx, X Fa = 2 2 mpcAa X b, - 2 2 mclcAp X b,, - 
,#A a # A  p # a  p#A a#:y 
lY#A 
.. .. .. ( 2 mpcAff X b,, - mpcAp X hap) - 2 m&Aa X (33) - 
P*ff u#A ,#A 
a#A \- 
For the expression within the parentheses above, and 
h are of course fixed, and p ranges over the system bodies 
under the restrictions shown. However, for those bodies p 
that are directly or indirectly connected to a joint on 
body h which also leads, directly or indirectly, from body h 
to body a, C A ~  = chp. For example, in Fig. 5, if a = 6 and 
h = 2, cZ5 = cZ6 = cZ7, so that for p = 5,7 no net term is 
contributed in Eq. (33) from the summations over p. 
Furthermore, bax = bap for those remaining bodies p 
which do contribute nonzero terms to Eq. (33). The result 
can then be rewritten as 
and, finally, 
rat 
Returning to Eq. (20), one can now write it as Therefore, 
where p is restricted to those bodies directly sharing a 
joint with h. 
Since,bxa is a vector fixed in body h, it is natural to 
express bxa in terms of OX and &A: 
.. 
&A X bxa f ax X (ax X bxa) 
Likewise, 
Also, the second term on the left of Eq. (35) can be ex- 
panded as 
.. 
2 macAa X b x a  = 2 ma (bxa - bxx) X bxa 
U # h  a#x 
Using Eq. (32), one obtains 
and 
or 
= ma 
Again, one is faced with the terms of the type 
b X [a X (0 X b)] = --o X [b X (b X a)] 
and 
b X (h X b) = -b X (b X h) 
and, as shown earlier, each of these can be written as a 
dot product of a dyadic with an angular velocity (or 
acceleration) vector. Thus, 
Consequently, Eq. (35) can be reduced to 
Equation (36), then, is the general equation of rota- 
tional motion for each body X in the system of n con- 
nected rigid bodies expressed in terms of barycenter 
vectors and a new inertia dyadic @ A  about the barycenter 
of the body h. is the identity dyadic. 
6 
Equation (36), the set of differential equations describ- 
ing the attitude of each rigid body in the system, can be 
solved for the unknown rhx  values once the system's geo- 
metric and physical properties are known, the applied 
torques and forces are specified, and the characteristics 
of each joint are described. Actually, the preceding state- 
ment is not quite correct, in that the system unknowns 
usually will not be limited to angular accelerations but 
will also include certain unknown torques of constraint 
at one or more joints. This occurs when a joint does not 
permit more than two degrees of rotational freedom be- 
tween adjoining rigid bodies. As a result, although three 
degrees of rotational freedom are possible for a body, the 
nature of the joint, i.e., whether it is a single- or two- 
gimbal joint, will reduce the degrees of freedom to one 
or two and will inject constrained modes of rotation and 
unknown constraint torques. 
Reaction torques at the joints are described in Eq. (36) 
z L A D  
by the term 
B * A  
which may be broken down into more detail as follows 
(Ref. 1): 
where 
(37) 
L:p = reaction torque on body h at the joint connect- 
ing X to p due to their relative motion about 
gimbal or hinge axes 
n, = number of constrained modes of rotation; 
n, = 3n - n', where n' is the number of degrees 
of freedom in the system 
ug = a unit vector directed along the axis of con- 
strained motion 
Li = magnitude of the constraint torque directed 
along ui 
0 if ut is not defined for a joint on body h 
+I if Lguq is a torque on h 
-1 if Lsu; is a torque on p 
It now becomes convenient to move from consideration 
of the vector differential equation dealing with a single 
body of the system to a matrix representation of the entire 
set of equations describing the system's rotations. Begin- 
ning with Eq. (36), an equivalent representation in terms 
of matrices can be given by 
where 
A,u = the 3 X 3 matrix of body h compo- 
nents of @A 
A ~ a L a ( ( a : # h )  = the 3 X 1 matrix of body h compo- 
nents of the vector 
by the term 
-mbx, X (ha X b,x) = mbA, X (box X ha) 
- 
where 
ha = 3 X 1 matrix of body a! components of 
Ux = 3 X n, matrix whose ith column consists of the 
body h components of S,,u; 
Le = n, X 1 matrix made up of I,; 
E A  = 3 X 1 matrix of body h components of the re- 
maining terms of Eq. (36), namely 
+ b x a  X [ F a  11100, X ( O a  X 
a#A 
A system matrix equation can now be constructed from 
the n-equations given by Eq. (38): 
where 
A =  
------- 
(39) 
, 3 n X 3 n  
w =  , 3 n X 1  
3n X n, 
3n X 1 
Additional equations are required to specify the con- 
straint conditions and thereby provide sufficient informa- 
tion for the solution of both G and Lc. A pair of joined, 
rigid bodies is shown in Fig. 6 to illustrate the constraint 
condition. 
pair of joined, rigid bo 
The two bodies are "free" (subject to friction, spring 
constants, etc., in the hinge) to rotate relative to one 
another about the single hinge axis. However, no rela- 
tive rotation is permitted about any axis perpendicular 
to the hinge axis. It is apparent that the relative vector 
rate of rotation Y can have no components in the plane 
perpendicular to the hinge axis. Two vectors, u; and u$ 
are needed to provide a basis in the plane perpendicular 
to the hinge axis. One can then describe the constraint 
as follows: 
* = u;* (a2 - w,) = 0 
and 
or, in general, 
The matrix U contains the components of each u: de- 
scribed in the coordinate system of each body to which 
it applies and accounts for the sign of the constraint torque 
shared by that body. A matrix equivalent to Eq. (40) for 
the entire system can be written as 
U T O  = 0 (41) 
From a systems or control analyst's point of view, the 
actual values of the various torques of constraint L: are 
usually of little or no interest as long as their effects 
are included correctly in the dynamic model. Between 
Eqs. (39) and (41) these torques can be eliminated in a 
straightforward manner (Ref. 1). 
Differentiating Eq. (41), one obtains 
UT; + UT; = 0 
Through the use of Eq. (39), 
and finally, through substitution back into Eq. (39), 
Ah = E - U ( UTA-'U)-' ( UTA-'E + U'w) 
Usually, A and UTA-W will not be easily inverted except 
by the aid of a computer. It would then be convenient to 
allow the machine to solve the pair of matrix equations, 
Eqs. (39) and (42), numerically (by Gaussian elimination) 
from the combined form: 
q. (44) is of order (3n + nc), 
Another method, described by Velman ( 
for the elimination of constraint torques from the system 
matrix equations makes use of the pseudoinverse of UT 
(Refs. 5 and 6). The pseudoinverse of UT is defined by 
or 
(47) A'; = E' 
UT* = u (UTu)-l  
where ( F A F  -I- G)-l exists and Eq. (47) is of order 3n. 
SO that UTUT" = I = identity matrix. 
Of course, the product FAF must be computed, and, 
as Velman points out, unless FAF can be obtained without 
executing all 2 e (3~2)~  multiplications, the direct numerical 
Multiplying Eq. (42) through by UT*, one obtains 
UT*UTj 1 - u T * u T o  solution of Eq. (46) will not be even as efficient as that 
of Eq. (44). 
or 
G; = M ( t )  
where 
Unfortunately, in the barycenter formulation, the 
F (or G) matrix is not diagonal (since angular velocities 
are not expressed as relative quantities) and this dis- 
courages speedy handling of the F A F  product. 
(45) 
G P U T  = U ( UTU)-l UT,  3n X 3n (symmetric) As an example of how F appears in the barycenter ap- 
proach, the simple two-body system of Fig. 6 may be 
M = - u T * ~ T ~  = - u ( ~  TU ) -1  UT^, 3n x 1 examined. Bodies 1 and 2 -are- connected b y  a single- degree-of-freedom hinge. 
If the matrix F is defined by 
G + F = I  
Then Eq. (39) can be written as 
Arbitrarily one can align the body 1 fixed basis, [a], in 
such a way that the hinge axis is parallel to a, and the 
hinge constraint unit vectors u; and u; are in the a, and ay 
directions respectively. Then U ,  is given by 
A ( G  + F ) L  = E  + UL" 
Multiplying through by F ,  one obtains 
F A G ;  + F A F ;  = F E  + FUL" 
F E  + [ I  - U(UTU)-l  UT] UL" 
F A M  + F A F ;  = F E  
or 
( F A F )  G = F E  - F A M  
owever, although Lc has been removed from the 
matrix equation, this result is not suitable for computer 
solution of & since F A F  is singular. But, by adding 
G i  to each side, this obstacle is overcome: 
( F A F  + G ) ;  = F E  + ( I  - F A ) J 4  (46) 
where column 1 contains the components of u; modified 
by the sign assumed for LC, on body 1 (positive in this 
case). Column 2 contains the components of u; in body 1 
and assumes L; is positive for body 1. 
Assuming that the body 2 fixed basis [b] is identical to 
[a] when 9 = 0, the constraint matrix for body 2 is 
0 0 .=[ -cos* s in*]  
-sin* -cos* 
where columns 1 and 2 represent the components of 
u; and u; in the body 2 basis modified by the signs of 
L; and L; for body 2 (which must be negative since they 
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were assumed positive for body 1). Thus the matrix U is constructed from U ,  and U ,  as 
0 
0 
1 
0 
Sin k 
- cos k 
From the definition for UT* and G one finds that 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.5 0 0 - O . ~ C O S ~  - 0 . 5 ~ i n f  
G = [ l ( U T U ) - l U T = U [  0.5 oo5]UT= 0 0 0.5 0 0.5 sin k - 0.5 COS f 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 0.5 cos 9 0.5 sin k 0 0.5 0 
0 -0.5 sin k -0.5 cos k 0 0 0.5 
and, therefore, F is given by 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.5 0 0 0.5 cos k 0.5 sin k 
0 0 0.5 0 - 0.5 sin k 0.5 cos k 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 O S C O S *  - 0 . 5 ~ i n k  0 0.5 0 
0 OSsink 0.5 cos k 0 0 0.5 
F = I - G =  (49) 
(It is easy to verify that FG = 0, FF = F, GG = G, and 
GF = 0.) 
While the system matrix equation, Eq. (47), has been 
freed of the unknown constraint torques, the constraint 
conditions are necessarily, of course, still embodied in this 
equation. As a result, n, of the total 3n components of the 
system’s A column matrix can be expressed as functions 
of the remaining 3n - n, components. In other words, the 
system of n rigid bodies possesses only 3n - n, degrees 
of freedom, and it is these components that are of primary 
interest to the analyst. 
The first step in identifying the free components of 
angular acceleration (or velocity) is to designate one of the 
n bodies as the “base” body. The base body will then be 
assigned three degrees of rotational freedom, by definition. 
Although any of the bodies could be taken as the base 
body, it will usually be clear that one particular body of 
the system should be so designated-perhaps, as in the 
case of a space vehicle, because it carries certain optical 
or inertial sensing devices designed to provide a very 
stable platform for other system parts requiring precise 
inertial orientations. 
With the base body having been chosen, a set of con- 
strained components of angular acceleration must be 
chosen from the remaining bodies of the system. The 
number of constrained acceleration components chosen 
from each body must correspond to the number of con- 
straint conditions imposed at the hinge which connects 
it either directly or indirectly, by an intermediate chain, 
to the base body. Since the system is connected in the 
form of a tree, it will always be possible, even though a 
body shares several joints with other bodies, to pick that 
single joint which leads from the body in question to the 
base body. 
Equation (47) can then be rearranged and partitioned 
in such a way that 
and AF can be obtained by a numerical solution to the 
relation 
(provided that (A&)-l exists) where 
= nD X 1 column matrix of ‘free” or unconstrained 
angular acceleration components 
celeration components. 
S, = n, X 1 column matrix of constrained angular ac- 
nD = number of system degrees of rotational freedom 
= 3n - n, 
ALP = nD X nD 
AE, = n, X n, 
The angular velocities oc can then be obtained as func- 
tions of oF from Eq. (41). For example, in the system of 
Fig. 6, body 1 is chosen as the base body and oZy, 02% the 
components of o,. From Eqs. (41) and (48), 
oly - cos k o Z y  - sinquo,, = 0 
olZ + sink oZy - cos k oZz = 0 
and 
On the other hand, since the product FAF in Eq. (46) 
is not easily handled ( F  is not diagonal), much the same 
approach, i.e., of matrix partitioning, may be applied to 
Eq. (44) where the constraint vector W, is enlarged to 
include the torques of constraint L“. 
Recently, Hooker (Ref. 7 )  has described a technique for 
explicitly eliminating the constraint torques from the 
system equations, thereby obtaining 3n - n, scalar equa- 
tions, i.e., the same number as the number of system 
degrees of freedom. The technique is based on the selec- 
tion of a base or main body and the description of the 
other bodies’ angular velocities in terms of the main body’s 
o and relative rotation rates at the joints. By re-expressing 
Eq. (36) in these terms and summing over all bodies 
h (h  = 1,2, . . * , n) one obtains a vector equation in 
which all components of constraint torque cancel. Addi- 
tional scalar equations for the relative angular accelera- 
tions are obtained by selective summations of Eq. (36) 
and suitable coordinate projections. 
This technique is not employed here, although it ap- 
pears to promise a computational advantage over methods 
dealing with 3n system equations (as in this report). The 
advantage is not always clear, however, since additional 
numerical operations are needed to put the system equa- 
tions in the form described by Hooker. 
The method chosen here for the development of a 
general-purpose subroutine (MLTBDY) capable of solving 
the dynamical equations for a multi-rigid-body system is 
based directly on Eq. (43). Figure 7 illustrates the steps 
u, u, w, 
FORCES, TORQUES, 
E X .  
SOLVE 
[UTA-’U] { y g ]  = [UTA-’E + U’W] 
= (u~A-’u)-~ (uTA-~E +oTW)  
CqMPUTE 
involved in obtaining the solution for 6 components. Fol- 
lowing the formation of A and E,  step 2, the major time- 
consuming operation, requires the solution of the matrix 
equation 
The time required to solve the equation above for a 
given n does not change appreciably when n, varies 
(U is 3n X n,). Step 4 requires the solution of a matrix 
equation of order n, and, while it constitutes the next 
greatest time-consuming operation, is relatively fast com- 
pared with step 2. Thus the approach taken results in a 
computation speed consistent with solving a matrix equa- 
tion of order 3n. 
It is clear from the general equation of rotation, Eq. (36), 
for a particular body A, that “acceleration coupling” be- 
tween X and the remaining system bodies does not occur 
provided that = 0 for all (Y # A. Under these circum- 
stances, a computational advantage accrues since the order 
of the system matrix equation is reduced through the 
decoupling from body h rotational acceleration terms. 
While certain coupling effects remain between and the 
rest of the system, they appear only as gyroscopic 
(o X I o  o) terms or rotational reactions at the connecting 
joint-terms which enter only into the right-hand side 
of Eq. (39). 
The requirement that bxol = 0 for (Y # X is certainly met 
for any rigid symmetric rotor whose axis of rotation is 
fixed to another rigid body of the system. Since the sym- 
metry assures that the rotor’s center of mass is on the 
rotation axis, the location of the “joint” connecting the 
rotor to the remaining system can arbitrarily be shifted 
along this axis and placed at the rotor’s center of mass. 
Thus the center of mass and the connecting joint coincide, 
ensuring that bhol = 0 for all ( ~ f h  (A is the rotor). Of 
course the same result is obtained for the idealized case 
of a rotating sphere attached to the system, the point of 
rotation being fixed in another rigid body. However, the 
application to symmetric rotors will be pursued here 
since such rotors are rather frequently employed in space 
vehicle configurations. 
To develop the explicit relationships between the sym- 
metric rotor and the system it is necessary only to consider 
the rotor equation and the equation of the body to which 
the rotor is attached. Assume then that the rotor, labeled 
body 2, is connected to body 1 in such a way that its axis 
of rotation is fixed in body 1. From Eq. (36), an equivalent 
set of matrix equations can be written: 
The vector cross-product o X v is represented by the 
matrix operation GO, where 
0 - 0 3  
- _  
0 - skew symmetric matrix = 
and 
2 = [01 0, 0 3 1  
uT = [u, u, u3] 
It is assumed in Eqs. (53) and (54) that external forces 
are not applied to body 1 or 2 but that body 1 may be 
connected to other rigid bodies. Thus the term 
is retained for generality. Also, an external torque term is 
supplied to body 1 while none is assumed to be applied to 
the rotor. The usual magnetic torquing of a rotor is 
included as part of the hinge reaction torque L12 (= -LZl) 
since it is inherently internal. Of course, any rotor bearing 
friction or damping characteristic will be a part of L12, as 
well as any constraint torque. 
If bodies 1 and 2 were the only bodies in the system, 
Eqs. (53) and (54) could be combined in the form 
(55) 
where 
L:2 = - L:l= reaction torques about the rotor 
bearing axis (in general, 3 X 1). 
Equation (55), in fact, is somewhat more complicated 
than it need be, since two components of o, are con- 
strained and can be written as explicit functions of the 
components of 0,. 
An approach to the solution of Eqs. (53) and (54) that 
results in a desirable simplification will now be pursued. 
I t  involves, first, the decomposition of o2 into a sum of o, 
and a relative rotation rate of the rotor with respect to 
body 1. That is, 
o, = o, + nr 
where r is a unit vector directed along the rotor's axis of 
rotation and is the scalar rate of relatiue rotation. 
Also, 
where 
[u2IT = [u21u2uu2z] = matrix of unit vectors along or- 
thogonal coordinate axes fixed in 
body 2 (rotor) 
and 
02  = [w21wZp22]T = matrix of o, components in the 
body-2-fixed basis 
A coordinate transformation matrix T may be defined 
in such a way that 
Therefore 
a, = [ u ~ ] ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~  = [uJTol + [u,lTnr 
since 
0, = [u,lw1 
r = [u,] r 
and 
0, = T12 (wl + nr), 
6, = ~ 1 2  (hl+ hr )  + +z (0, + nr) 
(TZ1 = (T12)T = 
It can be shown that 
QF - ( T 1 2 ) T  TI2 
Therefore, 
6, = TI2 (hl + hr - nG, - n7ar) 
But a27r is zero since it is a cross product of r with itself. 
Therefore, 
;2 = 7-12 (LI1 + hr - 
Expanding Eq. (54), one obtains 
If the equation is multiplied through by TZ1 (transformation to the [u,] basis) fhe following equation results: - -  
Tzl+,T1z (& + hr - aG1) + TZ1 (Tl2u1 + T W r )  +2T12 (wl + nr) = TZ1L2, 
The term T21+,T12 can be shown to be the inertia matrix of the rotor in the body 1 basis and will be designated as I .  
Thus, the terms in Eq. (56) can be evaluated one by one as 
Then Eq. (56) becomes 
0 
The statement 
holds since +, has been defined (in the [u,] basis) as 
0 Is  = rotor spin moment of inertia 
+, = [ 61 ) I T  = rotor transverse moment of inertia 
and 
r = [u,]~ 0 = [u1ITTZ1 [ 81 = EulITr 
L11 
For the same reason, it can be verified that 
- rI - G= 0 
and Eq. (57) is further simplified to 
Since 
then 
I ; ,  + i3~0, + Ibr - ( 
Zr = T21+,T12T21 
v 
2r) 0, = TZ1L,, 
0 = Isr "1 1 
I; ,  + G , I ~ ,  + hr - h%, = TZ1L,, (58) 
where h = I s8  = relative angular momentum of the rotor 
in body 1 (scalar). 
Equation (58) may now be added to Eq. (53)) since 
both are expressed in the [u,] basis. The result is 
Notice that the hinge reaction torques L,, = -L1 
cancel in Eq. (59). The additional equation required for 
solution of the system is the scalar differential equation 
obtained from Eq. (54) by multiplying both sides by e: 
(equivalent to a dot multiplication of the original vector 
equation by u,,) is 
Therefore, 
Since 
ZsrTkl + h = L,,, 
h = L,,, - ZsrT& 
or . .  
rh = hr = rL2,, - rIsrTh1 
Also, 
Through the use of Eqs. (61) and (62), Eq. (59) may 
be re-expressed as 
(+, + I - I,,) & +GI (4, + I - I z2)  o1 + GX2 (0, + ar) = 
Ll + Z L,p - rLzl, (63) 
p t L 2  
where 
I,, = rIsrT = T21e,IseTT12 
It is clear that, since I = TZ1+,Tl2, the operation I - I,, 
simply removes from I those terms involving Is,  the rotor 
spin axis moment of inertia. The value of ~ ( t )  to be 
placed in Eq. (63) is obtained from Eq. (61): 
As a result of all the manipulation, the presence of a 
symmetric rotor attached to body 1 does not in any way 
change the order of the matrix equation that must be 
solved to obtain the system’s unconstrained rotational 
acceleration components. The only additions are the inte- 
gration shown in Eq. (64), modification of the +, inertia 
matrix to reflect the rotor’s x and y moments of inertia, 
the gyroscopic torque term shown in Eq. (63), and the 
bearing reaction torque L,,,. 
utines 
The practical application of the barycenter formula- 
tion will, in most cases, require the use of machine com- 
putation to solve the resulting system of differential 
equations. While, to some extent, each dynamical system 
to be studied has certain unique characteristics, it is pos- 
sible to systematize, to a large degree, the form of the 
equations and to derive general purpose algorithms to 
aid in their solution. It is for this reason that FORTRAN 
subroutines MLTBDY, MLTBDL, and MLTBD were 
written. These are intended to relieve the analyst of the 
drudgery involved in programming the matrix manipu- 
lations, coordinate transformations, matrix inversions, etc., 
necessary to implement the general system of equations 
discussed in previous sections. 
The primary output of these routines is the solution 
for ir, the matrix vector of unconstrained rotational accel- 
erations, although the A, elements may also be obtained 
directly if desired. 
. Subroutine M L f B  
The subroutine MLTBDY was developed to obtain 
the solution to the complete system of equations as em- 
bodied in Eq. (36). Two computational approaches to the 
problem were considered. The first of these directly im- 
plements matrix equation (43) which, it should be remem- 
bered, represents the system with constraint torques 
eliminated by direct substitution (Ref. 1). An alternative 
approach was to deal with the combined system matrix 
(Eq. 44) but to partition this to obtain only the ir com- 
ponents and thereby avoid solving a matrix equation of 
order (3n + n,). Partitioning requires the solution of two 
smaller-order matrix equations with some time saving. 
Both approaches were programmed and tested for accu- 
racy and speed with the first method showing up slightly 
faster than the partitioning of Eq. (44). Since the solution 
of Eq. (43) also produces all components of &, including 
the constrained group, this approach was chosen as the 
best general-purpose method, allowing the analyst either 
to take the easy way out and obtain all 6 components 
from the program or, if he is so disposed, to obtain i, 
by writing out the relations to Gp explicitly and solving 
these algebraic equations. Of course, both ways of getting 
A, could be used just as a check on the program. Figure 7 
charts the numerical steps taken to obtain & by wing the 
form of Eq. (43). 
1. Example: Spacecraft and scanning platform. To 
illustrate the use of MLTBDY, a simple example of some 
interest from an attitude control standpoint will be exam- 
ined, namely a spacecraft of the Mariner type carrying a 
sizable instrument platform capable of mechanical articu- 
lation. This particular problem may be of interest from 
a number of aspects, chief among these (1) the question 
of spacecraft attitude-control gas consumption (if mass 
expulsion is used) for a particular platform scan sequence 
and (2) the question of platform pointing accuracy as well 
as spacecraft attitude error (or, indirectly, antenna point- 
ing error) resulting from platform scanning activity. 
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In the 2-body system, the spacecraft and platform are 
assumed to share a connecting joint, which, in this case, 
will be taken as a single-degree-of-freedom joint or hinge. 
However, provision is made for orienting the hinge axis 
in any direction. Figure 8 illustrates the location of the 
system’s body-fixed frames, hinge axis, and angular ref- 
erences. ,Coordinate transformations may be derived as 
shown below. 
Let angle y rotate the hinge axis h anywhere in the 
xl-y1 plane, and assume that yz is always parallel to h. 
Also assume that x, is parallel to x1 when y = 0 and when 
(Y = 0. The position of body 2 relative to body 1 then may 
be described by two successive rotations, y and hinge 
angle a. 
Thus, for rotation y, 
ii = cos yi, + sin yj, 
ji = -sin yi, + cos yj, 
K, = k, 
where ii-ji-g are unit vectors along xz-yz-zz after rota- 
tion y. 
For rotation a, 
i, = cos ai; + sin a g  
iz = j’z 
k, = -sin& + cos aK, 
I 
<-HINGE AXIS 
ig. a. Two-body system coordinates 
hinge location 
The assumption that y, is always parallel to the hinge 
axis means that the y2 component of body 2’s angular 
velocity O, is a free component while the xz and x, compo- 
nents of o, are constrained to be functions of 0,. The 
constraint relations may be written in terms of angular 
velocity components from Eq. (65): 
o, e i, = oZ2 = cos a [cos y o12 + sin y o,,] + sin (Y ola 
(66) 
oz*k, = mZz = --sina [cosywl. + sin yo,,] + cosaola 
(67) 
where 
olB = O, 0 i, 
Therefore, 
cosa 0 sina 
0 1 0  
-sina 0 C O S @  
cosy siny 0 
- s h y  cosy 0 
0 0 1  
or 
cos a cos y cos a sin y sin a 
=[ - -Shy cos y 
-sinffcosy -sinffsiny c 
where iz-j2-k, are directed along the final position of 
X2-Y2-Z2. 
Also, the hinge angle rate of change Cr is given by 
The subroutine MLTBDY of course requires that the 
location of any axes of constraint associated with connect- 
ing joints of the system be specified. In this case, since 
only one degree of freedom is supplied by the joint, two 
mutually orthogonal axes of constraint must be chosen. 
Arbitrarily, one can assume these constraint axes are fixed 
in body 1. Let 
u1 = cos y i, + sin y j1 = first constraint axis direction 
, = kl = second constraint axis direction 
other and to a unit vector along the free axis of rota- In this case, u = 
Vectors u1 and uz are unit vectors perpendicular to each 
tion, j,. In terms of body 2 coordinates, 
u1 = cosai, - sinak, 
uz = sinai, + cosak, 
A matrix U is used by MLTBDY to obtain the unit 
vector components of system Constraint torques. These 
components are given in the coordinate frames of those 
bodies that experience constraint torques at joints that 
connect them to other system bodies. The matrix U is 
composed of submatrices Ui, where Ut is a 3 X n, matrix 
of body i components of constraint torque unit vectors 
for each of the n, total system constraints. If the kth con- 
straint, for example, does not apply to body i, since it 
occurs at a joint not shared by i, the kth column of Ui 
has zero elements. In this example, 
cosy 0 
ul=[ si;y :] -COS(Y -sins uz= [  0 0 1  
sina -cosa 
Note that in the first column of U ,  are the components 
of ul, constraint axis 1, since the constraint torque is ex- 
erted about that axis. The torque is also arbitrarily as- 
sumed to be positive in the direction u, for body 1. 
Similarly, in the second column of U ,  are the body 1 com- 
ponents of u,; with the corresponding constraint torque 
on body 1 assumed positive in that direction. 
Columns of U ,  contain the body 2 components of u1 
and uz but with a negative sign affixed to each to account 
for the fact that the associated constraint torques must 
be in the opposite direction for body 2. 
U =  
* 
cos y 0 
sin y 0 
0 1 
-cosa -sins 
0 0 
- sina -cos@ 
(69) 
The subroutine must also be supplied the time deriva- 
tive dU/dt,  
0 
0 
d! sin (Y 
0 
dr cos (Y 
0 
d! sin (Y 
(y = constant) 
It remains then, insofar as the characteristics of the sys- 
tem connecting joints are concerned, to describe the 
nature of any reaction torques acting about the hinge 
axes. For the single hinge axis present here, a simple 
spring-damper type connection will be assumed. Since y, 
is always parallel to the hinge axis, the total hinge reaction 
torque TH on body 2 will be 
TH = TH*j2 = -K,(a, - a) + Ds& 
where 
ac = commanded hinge angle 
K ,  = hinge spring constant 
Ds = hinge viscous damping coefficient 
Matrix U is formed from the Ui matrices by The components of TH in body 1 are obtained from 
Eq. (65): 
u, = 
T, = sin y THil - cos y THjl 
, n = number of system bodies 
Finally, it is necessary only to add the spacecraft’s 
(body 1’s) control system which, as mentioned earlier, is 
that of the Mariner Mars 1969 series. Figure 9 presents 
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Fig. 9. Spacecraft cruise ~ ~ ~ i t ~ d e  control system 
a block diagram of the attitude control system’s cruise 
configuration. Pitch, yaw, and roll switching amplifier 
outputs are normalized to +1. Torques about the craft’s 
x, g ,  and z axes are assumed to be the result of pure COU- 
ples; i.e., no net forces are applied to body 1 by the gas 
jets. Derived rate feedback in each axis is characterized 
by both a “charge” (switching amplifier on) and a “dis- 
charge” (switching amplifier off) time constant of approxi- 
mately 10 and 20 sec respectively. 
2. Subroutine Y call statements. To summarize, 
information that must be supplied to MLTBDY includes: 
(1) The number of rigid bodies in the system 
(2) The mass of each body 
(3) The inertia matrix of each body (with respect to a 
coordinate frame fixed in the body and origin at 
its mass center) 
(4) The location of each connecting joint (in body-fixed 
coordinates) 
(5) Body-to-body coordinate transformation matrices 
(6)  A description of the nature of each connecting joint 
(location of rotating axes and constrained axes, 
expressions for restoring torque, damping, friction, 
etc.) 
(7) The angular velocity components of each body 
(8) External torques and forces applied to each body 
(in body-fixed coordinates) 
Access can be made to MLTBDY by either of two entry 
points. The first of these is by way of the following call 
statement : 
Also, if a vector c2*, drawn from body 2's mass center 
to the joint on body 2 and leading from body 2 to body 1, 
had components (0.85, -4.1,7.3) in the body 2 frame, then 
CALL MLTBDY (NB, N3, NC, BMASS, IXX, IYY, IZZ, 
IXY, Ixz, IYZ, CIX, CIY ,CIZ) 
where 
NB = number of rigid bodies in the system 
CIX(21) = 0.85 
CIY(21) = -4.1 
CIZ(21) = 7.3 
(integer) It is important to remember also that in a system of 
more than two bodies, a joint on body 2, which directly 
connects body 2 to body 3, for example, may also indi- 
rectly connect body 2 to bodies 6 and 7, so that, by defi- 
nition. 
N3 = 3 X NB (integer) 
NC =: number of constraint conditions on 
the system (integer) 
BMASS = array of rigid body mass values start- 
ing with body 1 
or 
Ixx, I n ,  IZZ, 
IXY, I=, IYZ = arrays of rigid body inertias starting 
with body 1 
CIX, CIY, CIZ = arrays of vector components locating 
system connecting joints in each 
body-fixed coordinate frame 
The terms NB, N3, and NC: must be declared as integers 
in the simulation main program. The arguments of 
MLTBDY should be dimensioned as follows: 
DIMENSION BMASS(NB), IXX(NB), IYY(NB), 
IZZ(NB), IXY(NB), IXZ(NB), IYZ(NB), 
CIX(l1 X NB-l), CIY(l1 X NB-l), CIZ(11 X NB-1) 
CIX(23) = CIX(26) = CIX(27) 
CIY(23) = CIY(26) = CIY(27) 
CIZ(23) = CIZ(26) = CIZ(27) 
All of these values must be input to MLTBDY even 
though many are redundant. Note that the subscript of 
CIX, CIY, or CIZ is of the form CIX(ij) and not CIX(i, j ) .  
The use of the latter, doubly subscripted form would 
have minimized storage space, but the coded single sub- 
script form is required if these values are to be supplied 
conveniently to a DSL/SO Simulation Language program 
via the TABLE card. To repeat, all components CIX, 
CIY, and CIZ must be input for all combinations of 
i = l , 2 ,  . . ,NBandi=1,2 ,  . . . ,NBexceptfori=i.  
To illustrate, for this two-body example, 
INTEGERS: NB = 2, N3 = 6, NC = 2 
DIMENSIONED VARIABLES : BMASS(2), IXX(2), 
The execution of the statement CALL MLTBDY (NB, 
IW(2), IZZ(2), IXY(2), IXZ(2), IYZ(2), CIX(21), 
CIY(21), CIZ(21) 
N3, NC, BMASS, . . .) initializes the subroutine with the 
physical constants of the system and need be done only 
once. The subroutine is then ready for subsequent calls 
with variable information and the computation of the sys- 
tem angular accelerations. This is accomplished with the 
following statement: 
The terms CIX, CIY, and CIZ are the components of 
vectors cij discussed in Section 11. If, for example, a vec- 
tor e,, were drawn from the center of mass of body 1 to 
the joint on body 1, leading from body 1 to body 2, and 
its x-y-x components in the body 1 frame were (- 1.7,5.6, 
0.23), then 
CIX(l2) - 1.7 
CIY(12) = 5.6 
CIZ(12) = 0.23 
CALL MLTRAT (NB, N3, NC, TX, TY, TZ, FX, FY, 
FZ, U, UD, T, WX, WY, WZ, WDOT) 
where 
NB, N3, NC = integers as previously defined 
TX, TY, TZ = arrays of torque components ap- 
plied to each system body (includ- 
ing torque about the hinge axis) 
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FX, FY, FZ = arrays of force components exter- 
nally applied to each body 
U = array of constraint torque unit vec- 
tor components as defined above 
UD = time derivative of the matrix U 
T = array of body-to-body coordinate 
transformation matrices 
WX,WY,WZ = arrays of body angular velocity 
components 
WDOT = array of body angular acceleration 
components 
The arguments of MLTRAT should be dimensioned 
in the main simulation program as follows: 
DIMENSION TX(NB), TY(NB), TZ(NB), FX(NB), 
FY(NB), FZ(NB), U(3 X NB, NC), UD(3 X NB, NC), 
T(NB, NB, 3,3), WX(NB, NB), WY(NB, NB), 
WZ( NB, NB) 
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT( 19) 
For this particular example, U and UD have already 
been defined in terms of the angles y and 01. The terms 
FX, FY, and FZ are zero. Applied torques TX, TY, and 
TZ are given by 
TX (1) = KTxAMPx + siny 
TY (1) = KTyAMPy - COS y 
Body 1 
applied torques 
X [ -Ks(01 , -01)+ Ds&] 
X [ - & ( 0 1 ~ - 0 1 ) +  Dsdr] + hinge torque 
TZ(1) .&AMP, 
Body 2 
applied torques + hinge torque 
TX(2) = 0 
TY (2) = - Ks (aC - 01) + D,y& 
TZ(2) = 0 
where AMP,, A M P y ,  and A M P z  are the outputs of the 
pitch, yaw, and roll switching amplifiers and KTX, KTT, 
and KTZ are constants of proportionality. 
Coordinate transformation matrices T (m, n, i, i )  are de- 
fined as follows. The subscript m refers to that body frame 
in which a particular coordinate is presently described, 
and n refers to the body frame in which the coordinate 
is to be described after the transformation. Subscripts i 
and i (i = 1,2,3 and j = 1,2,3) refer to the nine elements 
of the three-dimensional transformation matrix. Thus, a 
vector v, whose components in body 1 are ( V ~ ~ , V , , ~ , V ~ ~ ) ,  
can be described in body 2 by: 
where 
T(1,2,i,j) = [ B i i ] ,  i = 1,2,3 
j = 1,2,3 
For this problem, 
cos 01 cos y cos 01 sin y sin ~r 
cosy 
-sinacosy -sinasiny cos01 
and T(2, l , i , j )  = T(l,2,j , i) .  
The array T must be defined in the program for every 
combination of m and n except m p n ,  where m (or n) 
ranges from 1 to NB. 
The angular velocity components, WX, WY, and WZ, 
are carried as doubly subscripted arrays in the program 
MLTBDY as well as the main calling program. By defi- 
nition, WX (i, j )  refers to the xi-axis component of body i’s 
angular velocity transformed into the body j coordinate 
frame. Note that in DSL/SO it will be necessary, if a sub- 
scripted variable is to be printed or plotted using the 
standard DSL/SO PRINT, PREPAR, and GRAPH state- 
ments, to redefine these variables in terms of nonsub- 
scripted variables. 
WDOT, the output array of MLTRAT, is a double- 
precision vector array (single subscript) whose elements 
are the body angular acceleration components given in 
the following order: 
WDOT (1) = i, 
WDOT(2) = AYl 
WDOT(3) =Asl  
WDOT(4) = cjm2 
WDOT(5) = AY2 
WDOT(N3) = 0s ’ ( N B )  
3. §pacecraft-scan platform simulation program. A 
listing of the DSL/9O program used to simulate platform 
scanning effects on a Mariner Mars 1969 type of cruise 
attitude control system is given in Appendix B. The entire 
program is executed under the NOSORT option, which 
is necessary in DSL/9O if subscripted variables are to 
appear on the left side of any “equals” sign. The starting 
IF statement performs those operations that are only 
required once, i.e., calling MLTBDY, initializing the 
Hamilton-Cayley-Klein (HCK) parameters of body 1 
(spacecraft), and finding the sine and cosine of the fixed 
angle y(GA). 
Sine and cosine of a(AL) are computed next, in the 
section of the main program which is executed at every 
integration step. The constrained components of platform 
angular velocity may now be computed, as in Eqs. (66) 
and (67), followed by a definition of the subscripted vari- 
ables needed by MLTRAT. 
Through the use of the HCK package“; the inertial Z 
(sun line) and X axes are transformed to the spacecraft 
body-fixed frame by ITOB. Pitch, yaw, and roll angles 
of the craft may be calculated as shown. Body-to-body 
coordinate transformations, as developed in Eq. (65), are 
then calculated, as well as the hinge angle rate of change 
& from Eq. (68). 
The next section embodies the attitude control system 
dynamics using the SWAMP (switching amplifier with 
minimum-on-time) block available on the DSL/SO system 
tape. The attitude-control system applied torques are 
directly proportional to the switching amplifier outputs. 
The commanded hinge angle ac(AC) is derived using 
the Fortran IV AMOD function, a switch, and an inte- 
*Kopf, E. H., JPL internal document, Oct. 24,1966. 
grator. The result is a sawtooth function of time with 
maximum and minimum values of + 10 and 0 deg respec- 
tively and a period of 20 sec. This is obtained by driving 
the integrator with a -t-lo/sec (+a01745 rad/sec) rate &. 
Hinge axis torque developed through the spring-damper 
system is given next and is added to gas-jet torque for 
transmission to MLTRAT. 
Remaining are the deiinitions of the constraint matrix 
U and U(UDOT), given in Eqs. (69) and (70). The call 
to MLTRAT may now be executed, producing WDOT. 
Integration of the appropriate WDOT elements results in 
the needed angular velocity components of the spacecraft 
and platform. Finally, a call to HCK computes the space- 
craft HCK parameter rates of change, which are subse- 
quently integrated. 
System parameters and initial conditions follow in the 
listing. Notice that the platform has a mass of 1. slug and 
principal moments of inertia of 7., 5, and 10. slug-ftz. The 
hinge location is assumed to be 1 ft from the spacecraft 
mass center along its x axis and 0.5 ft from the platform 
mass center on its -x axis. Angle y = 45 deg (0.7854 rad), 
the spacecraft is initially at rest, and the craft is so posi- 
tioned that its initial pitch, yaw, and roll angles are slightly 
less than the gas jet deadband value of 4.3 mr. The po- 
larity of the pitch, yaw, and roll angles at t = 0 are such 
that the start-up of platform scanning motion will almost 
immediately drive all angles out of the deadband and 
turn all jets on. 
4. §pacecraft-scan platform simulation results. Fig- 
ures 10-16 picture the results of the simulation for a plat- 
form sawtooth scanning sequence of 90 sec duration. 
Although the responses are largely self-explanatory, note 
that pitch and yaw angle responses are quite similar (ex- 
cept for opposite polarity) since y was deliberately chosen 
(45 deg) to couple scan motion equally into the two axes. 
Roll, of course, is only very slightly disturbed by the scan 
motion. Scan reversal is clearly visible in the plots of 
spacecraft angular velocities, along with gas jet pulsing 
by the derived rate feedback. For the simple system pre- 
sented here, fuel consumption can easily be obtained by 
integrating applied gas jet torque, or equally as straight- 
forward would be the description of the platform pointing 
vector in inertial space to obtain pointing error. The addi- 
tion of a few arithmetic statements (including one inte- 
grator) can add a spinning rotor to body 1 for an 
examination of the effect of spin-stabilization, still with 
basically a two-body system as far as MLTBDY is con- 
cerned. 
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A listing of the MLTBDY subroutine is given in Appen- 
dix C. At present, MLTBDY is limited to five bodies in 
the DSL/SO version because of core storage capacity. 
This can be increased substantially for Continuous System 
Simulation Language (CSSL 111) on the Univac 1108, but 
the program is probably most practically used with re- 
spect to only a few bodies. 
. Subroutine MLT 
While the use of MLTBDY is intended to provide an 
exact solution for the rotational dynamics of a system of 
hinged rigid bodies, no matter how large the relative 
angular displacement of adjacent bodies, it was also found 
that MLTBDY, in a modified form, could perhaps prove 
even more useful and efficient when applied to systems 
of rigid bodies when the relative rotations of the bodies 
may be assumed to be “small,” say, less than +5 deg. The 
TIME, sec 
program, called MLTBDL, has been developed in con- 
junction with CSSL 111 and is intended to facilitate the 
analytical task involved in such problems as spacecraft 
autopilot design and simulation. At present, the program 
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is capable of handling systems of up to nine intercon- 
nected rigid bodies. The discussion that follows illustrates 
the application of the program to the simulation of a 
5-body configuration representing a spacecraft bus sym- 
metrically hinged to four solar panels. 
1. Spacecraft configuration. Figure 17 shows the struc- 
tural configuration under consideration. A right-handed 
coordinate frame is fixed in the rigid central body, or 
“bus,” and arranged along lines of symmetry of the solar 
panel array. Coordinate frames are also fixed to each of 
the solar panels and aligned in such a way that the axes 
x2 ,  2 3 ,  xq, and z5 are all parallel to x1 of the bus. Each 
of the panel y axes is along the long axis of symmetry. 
For this example, it is assumed that relative rocation 
between panel and bus is possible only about hinge axes 
parallel to the respective panel x axes. However, since the 
relative rotations are small, the body-to-body coordinate 
transformation matrices are assumed to be constant. Thus, 
the body 1 (bus)-to-body 2 (panel) transformation is 
and, similarly, 
t 1 3  = t 2 3  = t 3 4  = t 4 5  Gz 
0 1 
-1 0 
0 0 
acecraft-solar panel rigid body configuration 
The joints connecting the bus to the four panels are 
arbitrarily located in the xl-y, plane, a distance of 3 ft  
from the z ,  axis. In the panel body-fixed frames, each joint 
is located -3.25 f t  down the associated panel’s y axis. 
The inertia matrices of the bus and panels with respect 
to their coordinate frames are assumed to be as follows 
(Note: by definition, each coordinate frame must have its 
origin at the body’s center of mass): 
0 800. o J dug-ft2 I, = bus inertia matrix = 0 552. L o  
where 
m, = 54.3 slugs 
m, = m3 = m4 = m5 = 1.55 slugs 
to-body transformation matrices and the location of the 
connecting joints in body-fixed coordinates, but also the 
direction of certain unknown torques of constraint at each 
joint. Since, in this example, the four panel joints are 
assumed to be single-degree-of-freedom hinges, there are 
two axes at each joint about which the panel is con- 
strained against movement relative to the central bus. 
While the two axes may be anywhere in the plane per- 
pendicular to the hinge axis (e.g., axis xz)  as long as they 
are orthogonal, they are most conveniently taken as the 
panel y and z axes, i.e., yz, z2, y3, x3 ,  y4, 24, y5, and 2 5 .  Thus, 
there exist, in total, eight unknown torques of constraint 
whose direction must be described to MLTBDL in terms 
of their unit vector components in  each body directly 
experiencing their efect. 
A matrix U is used by MLTBDL to obtain the necessary 
components, where U is composed of submatrices Ui, each 
of which is a 3 X n, matrix of body i components of con- 
straint torque unit vectors for each of the n, total system 
constraints. If, for example, the kth constraint does not 
apply to body i, since it occurs at a joint not shared by i, 
the kth column of Uc has zero elements. 
For this problem, U ,  is given by 
0 0 - 1  0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 1 0  1 0  1 0  1J 
Like the subroutine MLTBDY, the modified subroutine 
MLTBDL requires the specification not only of the body- 
where each column contains the body 1 components of 
unit vectors along y2, zz, y3, 23, y4, 2 4 ,  y5, and x6.  The con- 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 - 1  0 
straint torques are arbitrarily assumed to be positive in 
these directions when applied to body 1. For body 2, 
Matrix U is then formed from the Ui matrices by 0 - 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Since constraints 3-8 do not apply to this panel, columns 
3-8 in U ,  are zero. Given the body-to-body transforma- 
tions described earlier and the fact that constraint torques 
1 and 2 are assumed to be in the direction yz and xz  when 
applied to body 1, these torques must be in the opposite 
direction when applied to body 2, and the unit com- 
ponents in body 2 are therefore as shown in the first two 
columns of U,. Similarly, 
(15 X 8) 
u, = 
u, = 
The time derivative U would, of course, be zero if one 
were to take seriously the assumption that the elements 
of U are constant. However, while the expressions for 
U,, Us,  U,, and U ,  are exact, since the constraints were 
assumed to lie along y, z, y, z,, y4, x,, y, and z,, the 
matrix U ,  elements in reality are trigonometric functions 
of the relative angular displacements of the panels and 
bus. That is, 
0 0 0 - 1  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 - 1  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 - 1  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 - 1  0 '1 0 
cose5 --sine, 
COS e, 
0 -cose3 sine, 0 0 
0 0 -cos e, sine, 0 
sin 6, cos e, sine, C O S ~ ~  sine, case, sine, 
where e,, 03, e,, and e, are panel angular displacements relative to the bus (assumed positive in the x,, x,, x,, and x5 
directions respectively). As a result, in the first approximation, 
1 0 0 0 w3x - w1y 0 0 0 - (%x + %fl) -(.2x - 010) 0 0 0 0 4 2  + w1x 0 0 w2x - 012 0 0 3 2  - w l y  0 w4x + 012 0 w5x + wly  0 
and 
Finally, it is necessary to describe the hinge reaction 
torque characteristics and the nature of external forces 
and/or torques which might be applied to the system 
bodies. In this case, a simple spring-damper type of hinge 
connection is assumed for each panel. Thus, the hinge 
restoring torque applied to body 2 will be of the form 
3% 
where U = array of constraint torque vector 
components as defined above 
T = array of body-to-body coordinate 
transformation matrices 
FKC = array of floating point indicators such 
that if FKC (i) # l., then the value of 
WDOT(i) is not requested and will 
be set to zero (i = 1,2, . , N3) 
The relative rotation of the panel with respect to the 
bus, e2, is of course identical to cx2 - Ox. Likewise, the 
hinge restoring torques applied to bodies 3, 4, and 5 can 
be given by 
= - K p 4  (a4 + ex) - 4 4  ( 0 4 0  + 
Tx5 = - K p 5  ((115 + e,) - 4 5  (053: + o l y )  
(73) 
(74) 
Of necessity, then, the reaction torques on body 1 from 
hinge rotations will be 
As for external forces and torques, these will be limited, 
for purposes of illustration, to (1) the application of a con- 
stant thrust F,  to body 1 along its z axis and (2) the appli- 
cation of a variable torque Tx (t) about the body 1 x axis. 
2. Subroutine MLTB E call statements. Access can be 
made to MLTBDL by either of two entry points. The first 
is through the following call stat, Dment: 
CALL MLTBDL (NB, N3, NC, BMASS, U, T, IXX, 
IYY, IZZ, IXY, IXZ, IYZ, CIX, CIY, CIZ, FKC) 
where 
NB = number of rigid bodies in the system 
N3 = 3 X NB (integer) 
NC = number of constraint conditions on 
(integer) 
the system (integer) 
BMASS = array of rigid body mass values 
starting with body 1 
IXY, Ixz ,  IYZ, 
IXX, IYY, IZZ = arrays of rigid body inertias starting 
CIX, CIY, CIZ = array of vector components locating 
with body 1 
system connecting joints in each 
body-fixed coordinate frame. 
The terms NB, N3, and NC must be declared as inte- 
gers in the simulation main program. The arguments of 
MLTBDL should be dimensioned as follows: 
DIMENSION BMASS (NB), IXX (NB), IZZ (NB), 
FKC (N3), IXY (NB), IXZ (NB), IYZ (NB), 
CIX (11 X NB-l), U (N3, NC), T (NB, NB, 3,3), 
CIY (11 X NB-l), CIZ (11 X NB-1) 
In CSSL 111, an ARRAY statement may be used instead 
of DIMENSION for all floating point arrays with no more 
than three subscripts. 
To illustrate, for this 5-body example, 
INTEGERS: NB = 5, N3 = 15, NC = 8 
DIMENSIONED VARIABLES: BMASS (5), IXX (5), 
IYY (5), IZZ (5), U (15,8), T (5,5,3,3), IXY (5), IXZ (5), 
IYZ (5), CIX (54), CIY (54), CIZ (54), FKC (15) 
The term T must be defined in the program for every 
combination of m and n except m z n ,  where m (or n) 
ranges from 1 to NB. Mso, as in MLTBDY, C (ii) must be 
supplied for all combinations of i and i except fo: i = i. 
The execution of th; statement CALL MLTBDL (NB, 
N3, NC, BMASS, . . . initializes the subroutine with the 
physical constants of the system and need be done only 
once. The subroutine is then ready for repeated computa- 
tion of the system angular accelerations. This is accom- 
plished with the following statement: 
CALL MLTRAT (NB, N3, NC, TX, TY, TZ, FX, FY, 
FZ, UD, WX, WY, WZ, WDOT) 
where 
NB, N3, NC = integers as previously defined 
TX, TY, TZ = arrays of torque components applied 
to each system body (including torque 
about the hinge axis) 
FX, FY, FZ = arrays of force components externally 
applied to each body 
3 
UD = 
wx, WY, wz = 
WDOT = 
time derivative of the matrix U 
arrays of body angular velocity 
components 
array of body angular acceleration 
components 
The arguments of MLTRAT should be dimensioned in 
the main simulation program as follows: 
DIMENSION TX (NB), TY (NB), TZ (NB), FX (NB), 
N (NB), FZ (NB), UD (N3, NC), WX (NB), 
WY (NB), WZ (NB), WDOT (43) 
The angular velocity components WX, WY, and WZ 
are carried as doubly subscripted arrays in the subroutine 
MLTBDL but are singZy subscripted in the main calling 
program. By definition, WX(i) refers to the xi-axis com- 
ponent of body i’s angular velocity. (Note that in DSL/SO 
and CSSL I11 it will be necessary, if a subscripted variable 
is to be printed or plotted using the standard OUTPUT, 
PRINT, PREPAR, and GRAPH statements, to redefine 
these variables in terms of nonsubscripted variables). 
WDOT, the output array of MLTRAT, is a vector array 
(single subscript) whose elements are the body angular 
acceleration components given in the following order: 
WDOT (1) = AXl 
WDOT(2) =& 
WDOT(3) = &., 
WDOT(4) = (jX2 
WDOT(5) = Gy2 
WDOT(N3) = ox ( N B )  
3. Attitude dynamics simulation program. A listing of 
the CSSL I11 program used to simulate the vibrations of 
the five-body system under the application of certain dis- 
turbances is shown in Appendix D. In the interest of 
simplicity and brevity, the simulation was not broadened 
to include a control system for maintaining the system 
attitude. However, it is certainly intended that such a 
controller, typically a three-axis gimbaled-engine or jet- 
vane autopilot, would be added to the computation as the 
usual condition under which MLTBDL is used. 
After the system variables have been dimensioned and 
their types have been specified, parameter values are 
input using the CONSTANT or DATA statement. These 
include the mass and inertia values, location of the sys- 
tem joints, transformation matrix elements, U matrix ele- 
ments, and the hinge spring and damper coefficients. 
Note that, since FKC (i) = 1. for all i, all WDOT com- 
ponents of the system are being requested. 
The program’s INITIAL section, in addition to output 
formatting instructions, contains the call to MLTBDL 
which is executed only at t = 0 (t = TIME). Thus all the 
system constants are transmitted at this point to initialize 
the subroutine. 
The system differential equations are solved in the pro- 
gram’s DYNAMIC section under the NOSORT option. 
Nonzero elements of (UD) are defined in terms of angu- 
lar velocity components as derived above. Next, those 
panel angular velocity components that are constTained 
to body 1 are explicitly expressed in terms of body 1 
angular velocity components. (This need not have been 
done. These same components could have been obtained 
by integrating the appropriate elements of WDOT but 
with some added computation time.) 
The arrays WX, WY, and WZ are next defined in terms 
of their nonsubscripted variable equivalents. Remain- 
ing, prior to the call to MLTRAT, are the definitions of 
applied forces and torques (including the hinge torques). 
Equations (71-76) are embodied in the statements defin- 
ing TX (l), TY (l), TX (2), TX (3), TX (4), and TX (5). 
Included in TX (1) is the applied torque function TORQ, 
which is constructed from three step functions. The 
applied thrust FZ (1) = 300. lb is also inserted here. 
A call to MLTRAT returns the desired system angular 
accelerations in WDOT, which are then redefined so that 
they may be printed using the CSSL I11 OUTPUT state- 
ment. Integration of the appropriate WDOT elements 
results in the desired “free” components of system angular 
velocity, i.e., all three components of body 1 and the body 
x components of each panel. The liberty was taken in this 
example of integrating the angular velocity components 
directly to obtain the inertial angular position of the bus 
and panels, since any large rotations of the bus would be 
strictly about the x-axis. In general, however, the anticipa- 
tion of any large complex motion of the bus in inertial 
space would require the use of the four Hamilton-Cayley- 
Klein parameters to represent its position. The small rela- 
tive angular motion of the panels with respect to the bus 
9 2-1516 
would be obtained by integrating the relative angular 
velocities, e.g., 
8 2  = I t  (oZ1 - ol.) dt, etc. 
4. Attitude dynamics simulation results. Figures 18-22 
show the resulting dynamic response of the system to an 
applied thrust of 300 Ib and an applied torque about 
body l's x-axis. The torque profile is given in Fig. 18; a 
100-ft-lb torque for 2 sec in one direction, 2 sec in the 
opposite direction, and then zero. The effect on body 1's 
x-component of angular velocity is clear from Fig. 19a, 
with coupling from panel vibrations barely visible near 
the 4-sec mark. Component oxy in Fig. 19b responds to 
panel vibrations induced by the applied thrust. A very 
small, second-order type of disturbance is induced into 
the system's z-axis, leaving a constant residual rate. 
Figure 20 indicates how panel bodies 2 and 4 are rotated 
by the bus through the hinge spring compliance, with 
panel bodies 3 and 5 deflecting under 300 Ib of thrust. 
The bus is caused to rotate approximately 33 deg 
(0.585 rad) about x1 because of the torque pulse, as shown 
in Fig. 21a. Very slight y and z rotations are also induced, 
although the z rotation is constantly increasing (nega- 
tively). In Figs. 22a and 22c, panel bodies 2 and 4 rotate 
to almost the same inertiai position in x as the bus, the 
difference amounting to that caused by the continuously 
I I I I 
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applied force on body 1. Bodies 3 and 5 are displaced to 
a small negative level (about O.M.7 deg) in response to 
the linear acceleration of the bus. Figure 23 pictures part 
of the program's printed output. 
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To summarize, the system configuration is representa- 
tive of a class of spacecraft structures frequently con- 
sidered in conjunction with thrust vector control system 
design studies and simulations. The 9-body limit of 
MLTBDL is convenient at the moment but may be in- 
creased without great effort if necessary. The MLTBDL 
program listing is given in Appendix E. A further modi- 
fied version of MLTBDL is also available which assumes 
U = 0 and which totally eliminates any second-order 
dynamic terms in the equations of the following type: 
o X I *  o. This latter, fully linearized version, MLTBD 
(see Appendix F), can be executed somewhat faster but 
will give less accurate results for the relatively undis- 
turbed portions of the system. 
The emergence of the barycenter formulation derived 
by Hooker and Margulies has understandably generated 
a good deal of enthusiasm among analysts faced with the 
problem of predicting the rotational motions of complex 
rigid-body systems. When the approach is applied to sys- 
tems of more than two bodies, it is greatly superior to 
the Lagrangian formulation. Laborious and error-prone 
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differentiations are avoided, as well as the problem of 
eliminating unwanted translational coordinates. Also, the 
approach of Lagrange, which is carried out without ex- 
plicit reference to body-fixed axes, often leaves unclear 
how to include the effects of active control laws or inter- 
nal torques and forces. 
On the other hand, the use of Euler’s equations in the 
barycenter approach necessitates the appearance of con- 
straint torques that are present at the system’s connecting 
joints. These torques never appear in the equations of 
motion resulting from the Lagrangian method. However, 
Hooker (Ref. 7) has shown how these torques of con- 
straint may be eliminated from the equations to reduce 
the system to minimal order (i.e,, one scalar equation for 
each degree of freedom). 
The objective of this report has been to describe the 
barycenter formulation but, more important, to describe 
the use of computational tools that have been developed 
to quickly and efficiently apply this systematic approach 
to practical problems of attitude dynamics and control. 
Specifically, the subroutine MLTBDY was devised to 
routinely perform the chore of solving the equations of 
motion for the unknown angular accelerations. While the 
constraint torques have been algebraically eliminated in 
MLTBDY, the subroutine must still deal with a 3n X 3n 
system of equations (n = number of bodies) in reaching 
a solution. Thus, both the “free” and the constrained com- 
ponents of angular acceleration are computed for the user. 
While this works some computational disadvantage com- 
pared with the minimal order techniques of Hooker 
(Ref. 7) or the nested-body approach of Russell (Ref. S), 
MLTBDY is probably simpler for the user to apply, and 
a number of analytical preliminaries may be saved to 
some advantage. 
The philosophy behind the development of the sub- 
routine MLTBDY is based on the assumption that the 
analyst will employ one of the commonly available, high- 
level simulation languages such as DSL/SO, CSMP/360, 
CSSL 111, MIMIC, etc., to compute the dynamic response 
of his system. These languages not only provide “integra- 
tor blocks” for solving the ordinary differential equations 
involved, but they generally supply a variety of special 
purpose blocks which simulate devices such as pulse gen- 
erators, quantizers, filters, limiters, delays, noise genera- 
tors, etc. I t  is in this spirit that MLTBDY is presented- 
as another general-purpose block, albeit on a higher plane 
of sophistication, to relieve the analyst of repetitive pro- 
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gramming and concern for detail and thereby to free him 
for dealing with problems on a more conceptual level. 
MLTBDY is probably most practically used for sys- 
tems of 25 bodies, since the computational problem 
quickly gets out of hand as the number of bodies increases. 
Often, however, the relative motions of the connected 
rigid bodies are small. To accommodate this situation, 
two linearized versions of MLTBDY were programmed- 
MLTBD and MLTBDL. In these routines, the number 
of bodies that can be included is quite large since repeti- 
tive matrix equation solutions are not required. 
8 1 
For the future, some tasks remain which would seem 
to offer worthwhile advantages in the solution of such 
dynamical systems. One of these might be the develop- 
ment of a multi-rigid-body dynamics subroutine capable 
of handling, in an efficient computational manner, the 
"mixed" case, i.e., one in which a few rigid bodies in a 
system undergo large relative rotations and the rest ex- 
perience small relative rotations. Also of some interest 
would be the development of a general-purpose program 
to allow the representation of a system of connected rigid 
bodies and flexible appendages as well, combining the 
barycenter formulation with modal models of the flexi- 
ble parts. 
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The following proof is given for rearranging the se- 
quence of successive vector cross products without chang- 
ing the value of the vector result. The identity proves 
useful in the derivations of Sections I1 and 111. 
Show that 
c X [O X (0 X c)] = --o X [C X (C X a ) ]  (A-1) 
If one uses the identity (Ref. 9) 
then Eq. (A-1) becomes 
Since 
c X ( - c ) = O ,  o x o = o  
c x [ ( - *c)o]  = --o [X(ce-o)c] 
Then Eq. (A-2) is 
64-3) 
Also, since 
o 4 c  = coo = k = constant 
and 
c X k o = - w X k c  
then Eq. (A-3) becomes 
c x kw = kc x 0 
and the identity is proved. 
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9 SINE AND COSINE OF GAMMA 
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BODY P P I T C H I  YAW9 AND R O L L  ANGLES 
T H E T P  = A T A N 2 ( N Y l o Y E I )  
T H E T Y  = A T A N 2 ( - N X l p N Z i )  
THETR = A Y A N 2 ( - L Y l r L X i B  
COORDIrVATE T K A N S F O R M A T I O M  M A T R I C E S  
T ( l s Z p 1 , 1 )  = CA*CG 
T ( I s 2 9 1 p 2 )  = C A a S G  
T ( l o Z r 1 ~ 3 )  = SA 
T ( 1 8 2 9 2 p l )  = -SG 
T ( 1 9 2 9 2 9 2 )  = CG 
T ( l s 2 9 2 7 3 )  = 0 ,  
T ( l s 2 1 3 0 1 )  = -SA*CG 
T ( i o 2 9 3 p 2 )  = -SA*SG 
T ( 1 9 2 9 3 9 3 )  = CA 
DO 105 1 ~ 1 0 3  
DO 105 J = l r 3  
T ( 2 p l ~ I o J )  = T 1 1 , 2 9 J p I )  
H I N G E  A N G L E P A L P H A o R A T E  O F  CHANGE 
ALDOT = -W2Y - ( W l X * S G  - W l Y * C G )  
A T T I T U D E  CONTROL SYSTEM 
XSNS = T H E T P  
YSNS = T H E T Y  
ZSNS = INTGRL(o0042990ptTHETR-ZSNS)/TRS) 
X I N  = 1 0 0 0 . * ( - X S N S - T G X * W l X )  - XDER 
Y I N  = 1 0 0 O e * ( - Y S N S - T G Y * W 1 Y )  - YDEK 
Z I N  = 1 0 0 0 0 3 ( - L S N S - T G Z t W 1 Z )  - ZDER 
AMPX = S W A M P ( L p D B X 9 M O T o X I N )  
AMPY = S W A M P ( 2 r D B Y p M O T 9 Y I N )  
AMPL = S W A M P ( 3 9 D B Z p M O T v Z I N )  
TDRX = FCNSW(AMPXpTCX,TDX,TCX)  
TDRY = F C Y S W ( A M P Y o T C Y ~ T D Y o T C Y )  
T D K Z  = F C N S W ( A M P Z p T C Z * T D Z , T C Z )  
XDEK = INTGRL(O.o(KDX*AMPX-XDER)/TDRX 
YDER = I Y T G R L ( O a o ( K D Y * A M P Y - Y D E R ) / T D R Y  
ZDER = INTGKL(O*p(KDZ*AMPZ-ZDER)/TDRZ 
E X T E R N A L  TORQUES ( G A S  J E T )  
E X T l  = KTX*AMPX 
E Y T l  = K T Y a A M P Y  
E Z T l  = KTZ+AMPZ 
T E X ( 1 )  = E X T l  
T E ' f ( 1 )  = E Y T l  
T E Z ( 1 )  = E Z T l  
COMMANDED H I N G E  ANGLE,ALPHAC,DRIWE FUNCT 
ZONK = A M O D ( T I M € P Z O . )  
ACK = e01745 
I F ( L O N K e G E e 1 0 e )  A C R = - e 0 1 7 4 5  
AC = I N T G R L ( O e o A C R 1  
H I N G E  9 E X T t R M A L  TORQUE COMPONENTS 
T H Y ( 2 )  = - K S * I A C - A L )  + DSSALDOT 
T H X ( 1 )  = - T ( 2 9 1 9 1 3 2 ) * T H Y ( 2 )  + T E X ( ' 1 )  
T H Y ( 1 )  = - T ( 2 , 1 9 2 9 2 ) * T H Y ( 2 )  9 T E Y ( I . 1  
T H Z ( 1 )  = - T ( 2 9 1 9 3 9 2 ) * T H Y ( Z )  + T E Z ( 1 )  
C O N S T R A I N T  M A T R I X  
P ( l s 1 )  = CG 
P ( 2 p l )  = SG 
P ( 3 p 2 )  = L e  
P ( 4 r 1 )  = -CA 
P ( 4 a 2 )  = -SA 
P ( 6 9 1 )  = S A  
P ( 6 9 2 )  = -CA 
P D ( 4 v l ) = A L O O T * S A  
P D ( 4 9 2 9 = - 4 L O O T + C A  
P 0 ( 6 9 1 ) = - P D ( 4 r i l  
P D ( 6 , 2 ) = P D ( 4 p l )  
BODY ANGULAR ACCELERATIOW S O L U T I O V  
C A L L  ~ L T R A T ( N B ~ N ~ ~ N C I T H X P T H Y , T H Z I F X P F V ~ F Z I P , P D ~ T ~ W X ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Z , W D O T ~  
BODY ANGULAR V c L O C I T Y  C O M P U T A T I O N  
W:X = I ~ T G R L ( W i X I C o W D O T I 1 ) )  
W1Y = I N T G R L ( W i Y I C 1 W D O T ( 2 9 )  
W1L = I N T G R L ( W l Z i C 9 W O O T I 3 ) )  
W2Y = I N T G K L ( W S Y I C I W D O T ( ~ ) )  
H I N G E  ANGLE C A L C U L A T I O N  
A L  = I N T G R L ( A L I C s A L D 0 T I  
H C K  PARAMETER R A T E S  
PZ1DOT~PALDOTpPB1DOT,PC~DOT = H C K ( P Z L I P A ~ ~ P B ~ , P C ~ ~ W ~ X ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ Z )  
H C K  PAKAMETEK C A L C U L A T I O N  
P Z f  f I N T G R L ( P L i 1 C ~ P Z L D O T )  
P A 1  = I N T G Y L ( P A l I C , P A I D O T )  
PB1 = I N T G R L ( P B 1 I C q P B Z D O T )  
P C I  = I N T G R L ( P C 1 I C r P C l D O T )  
BODY CONS T ANTS 
48 
PARAM TDX = 20.09 T D Y  = 2 0 c O p  TOZ = 2 % * 2  
PARAM MOT = e 0 2 0 9  T R S  = e 5  
PARAM K T X  = ,04959 K T Y  = o O b 3 g  K T Z  = , 08325  
PARAM TGX=Oe9TGY=O,gTGZ=Oe 
Jb INITIAL ANGULAR w L o c r w  COMPONENTS 
I N C Q N  W I - X I C  = f ) r g  Z Y I C  = 0 .9  W i l Z I C  = 0, 
I N C O N  W 2 Y I C  = 0, 
* I N I T l A L  f U L E R  ANGLES OF BODY 1 
T A B L E  P H I Z ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 8 0 7 1 p T H E T Z 1 1 ) = - . 0 0 6 0 , P S I Z ~ 1 ) ~ ~ ~ 8 5 O O  
PARAM G A z . 7 8 5 3 9 8 2  
INCON ALIC=O.  
C O N T K L  DELT=~1,FINTIM=90.pCLKTIM=l800~ 
P R I N T  ~ * ~ W ~ X ~ W ~ Y I W ~ L ~ W ~ X , W ~ Y I W ~ Z ~ A L , T H E T P ~ T H E T P ~ T H E ~ Y , T H E T R ~ A M P X ~ A ~ P Y ~ A M P Z * ~ ~ ~  
X D E R ~ Y D E R ~ Z D E R p X S N S ~ Y S N S o Z S N S 9 E X T l p E Y T l r E Z T ~ ~ X I ~ ~ Y I N ~ Z I ~ g T O R X ~ ~ ~ ~  
T D K Y I T D R Z I A C ~ D E L T  
E Y T l  p E Z T l  
GRAPH 9 9 T I  NE p T H E T P  
GRAPH p p T I M E , T H E T Y  
GRAPH 9 9 T I M E t T H E T K  
GRAPH o r T I M E , W l Y  
GRAPH g r T I M E 9 W l Z  
GRAPH 8 9 T l M E p A L  
GRAPH o p T I M E , A C  
GRAPH T v T I M E ~ E X T ~  
GRAPH , , T I M E I E Y T ~  
GRAPH I 9 T I  ME s E Z T 1  
GRAPH ~ ~ T I M E P X D L R  
GRAPH 9 9 T I M E 9 Y D E K  
GRAPH 9 9 T I  ME 9 ZOER 
GRAPH p ,THETP,WlX 
GRAPH 9 p T H E T Y v W L Y  
GRAPH pyTHETRpWlZ 
END 
STOP 
PREPAR o l p T H E T P p T H f T Y p T H E T R ~ W l X ~ W l Y p W ~ Z ~ A ~ ~ A C o X D E ~ ~ Y D E R ~ ~ D E R , E X T ~ ~ * ~ ~  
GRAPH 9 r ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 ~ 1 ~  
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8 7 *  DO 99 K = I r 3  
83* D O  49 L = 1 9 3  
8Ii* 49 T f I e J r K v L I .  = T ~ J I I I L P K )  
90* 5 0  C O N T I N U E  
91* c 
92* c BODY-TO-BODY COORDINATE TRANSFORHATIONS OF BARYCENTER- 
9 3 *  c - T O  -H I N E E  VEC T O R  5 
95s DO 17 I=lrNB 
94* t - 
5S* DO 1 7  d=li&B 
97*  DO 1 7  K = l r N B  
98* 1 F I I - E Q . J )  GO TO 1 7  
99* I F t I s E Q e K k  GO T U  1 7  
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109*  c P R O W I D E  PROPER GODY-N COORDINATES klHEl\r M U L T I P L I E D  
b10* c 3 Y  ANGULAR V E L O C I T Y  VECTORS OF a O D I E S - K  
I l l *  c I N  K COORDINATES--N NOT EQUAL TO K )  
1 1 2 *  c 
113* D O  ZbEr N = I o N B  
1 1 4 *  DO 210 L=1sMi3 
1 1 5 8  IF(N,GE.L) GO T O  z t a  
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220+ 52  cog TI NUE 
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